FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY - Actual locations will be determined based on evaluation of reconnaissance and adjacent vibracores to a total of 80 sites stipulated in the contract.

LEGEND:
- DENOTES PLATFORM LOCATION (FROM OPL GULF OF MEXICO GIS MAP VIEWER, 3/02)
- DENOTES BSS CORE LOCATIONS (FROM USGS FILE REPORT NO. 81-84, DATED SEPTEMBER 1981, APPENDIX B 2005 FORM)
- DENOTES PIPELINE LOCATION (FROM OPL GULF OF MEXICO GIS MAP VIEWER, 3/02)
- DENOTES HISTORICAL CORE
- DENOTES OVERBURDEN THICKNESS IN FEET
- DENOTES PROPOSED PRIMARY CORE LOCATION
- DENOTES PROPOSED DENSITY CORE LOCATION
- DENOTES DIGITIZED PLATFORM (12/16/02 NAV CHART)
- DENOTES DIGITIZED PIPELINE (12/16/02 NAV CHART)
- DENOTES DIGITIZED WRECK (12/16/02 NAV CHART)
- DENOTES DIGITIZED MAGNETOMETER HIT